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Abstract
This paper describes how a citizen, in our case a user of a mobile phone, is confronted
with several aspects of trust when he/she uses different mobile commercial objects in
a digital world. In particular, the topic of m-commerce and how a client mitigates trust
all the way from his/her mobile device to the merchant is dealt with. To assess the trust
chain, especially in respect to privacy and data protection, objects (for example a voucher)
are used to model the mobile commerce domain.

Introduction
Mobile communication devices, such as mobile phones, are frequently used today by
almost every citizen of any age group. They are used by citizens for a big variety of
activities, including personal sensitive information exchange. Therefore it is becoming
common and acceptable to use them more and more for mobile commerce by executing
financial transactions.

However, since monetary values are involved, this use assumes more and more trust
from the client side. As defined by the Trust in Digital Life consortium [3], trust comprises
the intention to accept vulnerability based on positive expectations of the intentions or
behaviours of another. As a result the client lays this kind of trust to the whole technology
of mobile commerce; from the hardware of the device to the mobile commerce object.

In this position paper the chain of trust in mobile commerce is described, using the
paradigm of a mobile voucher. As each mobile object is handled by an application and
not directly by the Operating System (O.S.), first the client’s trust chain for mobile appli-
cations is described in general and later for m- commerce objects in particular.

Definitions
Below are some definitions that might be useful to know when reading this position
paper.

m-commerce Mobile commerce is any transaction, involving the transfer of ownership
or rights to use goods and services, which is initiated and/or completed by using
mobile access to computer-mediated networks with the help of an electronic device
[6].

m-objects M-objects are digital files that are used with the use of a mobile device.
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voucher A voucher is a small printed piece of paper that represents the right to claim
goods or services [4]. Of course in the case of an m-voucher there is no more a printed
copy, but a unique identifier such as a barcode or a QR code stored locally on the
phone or on the user’s cloud service.

Privacy Impact Assessment (PIA) A privacy impact assessment is a methodology for as-
sessing the impacts on privacy of a project, policy, program, service, product or other
initiative which involves the processing of personal information and, in consultation
with stakeholders, for taking remedial actions as necessary in order to avoid or min-
imise negative impacts [7].

Common Criteria (CC) The Common Criteria for Information Technology Security Eval-
uation is an international standard (ISO/IEC 15408) for computer security certifica-
tion [2].

Mobile Applications – Trusting the Device’s Operating System’s
Application Market
When purchasing a mobile device, the client assumes trust on the device manufacturer
that the product will perform as described. Besides the hardware, a major part of this ex-
pectation lies on the Operating System of the mobile device. Even more this trust refers to
the manufacturer’s way of handling personal and sensitive information while handling
the device.

A few years ago the above chain was simpler since every (or almost every) manufacturer
had its own Operating System. So, a user trusted one brand of mobile phones and that
implied a series of other selections. Nowadays, users have more options. Choosing a
mobile brand does not necessary imply the Operating System of the device. And even
when selecting the Operating System, that does not mean exactly the same experiences.
Especially in cases of open software (Android for example), manufacturers tend to add
their own programs and controls to the native Operating System, thus creating a different
experience for the user even if the core of the O.S. is the same.

As mobile applications have moved from a non-organized multisource distribution to a
single centric distribution market – the application markets of the phones vendors (App
store1, Play Google2, Windows MarketPlace3, etc.) – the user mitigates the initial trust
given to the manufacturer (and thus to the O.S.) to the download and use of the appli-
cations. So, when a user downloads an application from the market and uses it on the
phone he/she trusts that this application is verified by the O.S. provider and therefore is
safe and secure to use.

As a matter of fact this trust has very valid grounds: Only recently was the first infected
application found on the App store [1]. On Play Google there are more cases of malicious

1. http://www.apple.com/iphone/built-in-apps/app-store.html

2. https://play.google.com/store

3. https://www.windowsphone.com/marketplace
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Figure 12.1. Trust chain for a client from the mobile device to the application.

applications but even in this case the applications are soon or later found and treated
accordingly, even if they are already installed on the user’s device. Google has introduced
a malware tool called Bouncer [5] which has the role of scanning and monitoring the
already approved applications on the market for malicious behavior.

However these security checks refer mostly to malware. As a result privacy violation
applications are not excluded from this kind of markets. For example, an application may
not contain any malware but as part of its verified process it may need to transfer some
sensitive data to cloud servers, where there is no adequate security. The application itself
may pass the control of the application market, but the backend security and protection
of personal data cannot be checked. As the Common Criteria certification in respect to
security and a PIA in respect to privacy protection are costly and resource intensive they
are not carried out by the manufacturers for the mass mobile applications.

In such case how is trust mitigated, from a client point of view?

Trust has many links in the trust chain (see Figure 12.1):

• Do you trust your mobile device?

– Hardware

– Operating System

• Do you trust the applications that you are using on the device?

– Application itself

– Application Developer

– Application Market

• Do you trust the technology behind the application (for example GSM network, SMS,
Cloud storage, etc.)?

If one of the above trust bonds breaks then the whole sense of trust collapses.
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Figure 12.2. Trust chain for a voucher merchant.

Figure 12.3. Trust chain for a voucher purchaser.

Trust Issues when delegating m-commerce objects
In this paper the paradigm of an m-voucher is used. There are three main actors in a
voucher purchase: the client, the voucher seller and the voucher redeemer. Current ex-
amples of vouchers are the coupons offered by Groupon4 or similar sites. In order to
acquire a voucher an economical transaction is usually involved.

Trusting the m-commerce object is more related to verifying the authenticity and valid-
ity of the object. The same goes for tickets or any m-object that has monetary value. The
importance in this case from a merchant point of view, is to trust the technology be-
hind m-objects. Trust in the m-object entails trust in an m-object chain. For example, in
the case of a m-voucher trust will be delegated to the voucher seller (which is in most
cases a different company from the voucher redeemer), then trust in the m-voucher itself
(ability not to be reproduced or not to be transferred to unauthorized persons, ability
to reclaim/restore in case of accidental loss) and finally to the verification mechanisms
(authenticity, ability to be used only as many times as it is bought for), see Figure 12.2.

From a client’s point of view, the starting point of the trust chain is the same; the voucher
seller. As in the case of the mobile phone manufacturer, the initial trust placed on the
voucher seller company is one of great importance in order to build a successful trust
bond until the end and redemption of the voucher. Second in line, after the selling com-
pany, comes the company that offers the product/service, i.e. the voucher redeemer. Even
if the voucher is sold from a well-known company, if the redemption point is not trust-

4. http://www.groupon.com
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worthy for the client he/she will probably avoid buying it. Finally the m-object tech-
nology is also important for the client, especially when it implies the ways of using the
m-object itself (see Figure 12.3).

Conclusion
A successful m-commerce strategy needs to provide to clients the feeling of trust through-
out the purchase lifecycle. If all the described trust bonds are strong so is the trust chain.
As a result, if trust is guaranteed, people will be keener to use new innovative technolo-
gies that tend to replace old and traditional concepts. To prove the concept of this paper
the m-objects will be model using the iCore Framework5 to study issues like trust prop-
agation in case of changing the owner of a m-object.
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